Find the names of 31 Nephite, 2 Lamanite, and 2 Jaredite military men by reading forward, backward, down, up, and diagonally. Four of these men were Nephite spies! One was Amnor. Use the Book of Mormon Index to find the scripture about him, then read it to discover the names of the other three spies.

Aha
Amnor
Antionum
Antipus
Archeantus
Cumenihah
Emron
Gid
Gidgiddonah
Gidgiddoni
Gilgal
Helaman
Jeneum
Josh
Lamah
Laman
Lehi
Lehonti
Limhah
Limher
Luram
Manti
Mormon
Moroni
Moronihah
Shared
Shem
Shiblom
Shiz
Teancum
Teomner
Zenephi
Zerahemnah
Zeram
Zoram
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